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a b s t r a c t
Time synchronization is very important in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Many applications, for
example natural disaster monitoring and structural health monitoring of huge buildings, require a highly
accurate, long-term and large-scale time synchronization among the sensor nodes that compose the network. In this paper, we propose a new time synchronization protocol, named 2LTSP (long term and large
scale time synchronization protocol), which aims at addressing such requirements. Theoretical analysis
and simulation results show that when the synchronization period is less than 100 s, the error of 2LTSP
is within 0.6 ms, no matter how large the size of the network is. Besides, when the required synchronization error limit is 9 ms, the communication cost of 2LTSP is less than 3 packets per hour in networks of
any size. Therefore, 2LTSP is highly accurate and energy-efﬁcient even for large-scale and long-term running networks.
Crown Copyright Ó 2013 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
For most WSN applications, a scalable time synchronization service responsible for maintaining a common notion of time among
the network nodes is often required to enable sleep scheduling,
localization, data fusion, in-network signal processing and nodes’
coordination, among others WSN essential functions.
Each node in the WSN is equipped with a hardware clock used
as reference for controlling its internal signal processing functions.
On top of the hardware clock, each node has a logical clock whose
value and frequency can be changed by time synchronization algorithms. The rates of the hardware clocks of sensor nodes depend on
conditions like the temperature, the supply voltage, or crystal
quartz aging, all changing over time. Even under perfectly stable
and identical environmental conditions, the hardware clocks of different nodes will run at different speeds. Moreover, each node has
different initial hardware clock value. On one hand, the initial
hardware clock value is set to be different during manufacturing.
On the other hand, in order to save energy, the node goes through
a cycle of sleep and wake up based on externally detected events.
Thus, hardware clock error is inevitable, and time synchronization
is essential.
Time synchronization algorithms are essentially functions to
synchronize local clocks (clocks at individual sensor nodes) with
the WSN global clock. These algorithms are based on exchanging
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: fdelicato@gmail.com (F.C. Delicato).

messages time-stamped with the values of the hardware clock
among nodes. The goal of a time synchronization algorithm is to
ensure, by adjusting local clocks to the global clock at regular intervals, that logical clocks of any two nodes in the WSN are as closely
synchronized as possible at all times. Each time synchronization
algorithm will change, in its own way, the logical clocks of the synchronized nodes in its synchronization process. Different approaches for synchronizing nodes are prone to different
drawbacks and errors. Moreover, most of current time synchronization algorithms for WSNs meet requirements of speciﬁc application domains. Our proposed algorithm aims at covering a broad
range of application requirements while trying to overcome several limitations of existing approaches. In the next paragraphs,
we brieﬂy discuss the current main issues and challenges for time
synchronization algorithms in WSNs. First, we discuss the issue of
spatial cumulative error in WSN time synchronization algorithms.
Second, we analyze the accuracy provided by such algorithms. Finally, we discuss the different approaches in the light of energy
consumption.
If a synchronization algorithm can only achieve its goal by performing multiple steps (i.e. multiple exchanges of messages among
nodes), we call it an accumulative one, otherwise a non-accumulative one. Since WSN usually span many hops, the synchronization
error introduced in accumulative algorithms by instability of the
clock frequency and variable delays of message exchange between
pair wise synchronizing nodes accumulates as the path length
grows [30]. In other words, as we prove in Section 2.3 and demonstrate in our simulation experiments, the error of any accumulative
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synchronization algorithm has spatial accumulative effect. Designing of non-accumulative synchronization algorithms is a challenging work. The authors in [1] have shown that even popular clock
synchronization algorithms have several problems in this context.
For instance, the state-of-the-art clock synchronization algorithm
FTSP [2] exhibits an error that grows exponentially with the size
of the network. To the best of our knowledge, the PulseSync synchronization algorithm [1] is the only non-accumulative algorithm
in the literature. Since the error of PulseSync has no spatial accumulative effect, it is suitable for large-scale networks. However,
the PulseSync is not suitable for long-term running networks due
to its low accuracy (refer to Section 3).
For each node in a WSN, there exists, in theory, a unique function that maps, at any physical time, the local (hardware) clock to
the global clock (refer to Section 4.3), which we call the clock transfer function. Time synchronization algorithms can be classiﬁed into
two categories according to the type of clock transfer function: linear [1–7] and quadratic [8], which respectively use linear polynomials and quadratic polynomials to compute the clock transfer
function. Moreover, a time synchronization algorithm is called a
quadratic Taylor one if it uses the quadratic Taylor expansions to
compute the clock transfer function. Quadratic Taylor synchronization algorithms are much better, in term of synchronization accuracy, than linear synchronization algorithms (refer to Section 2.2).
Most existing synchronization algorithms have a low accuracy because they approximate the global clock using linear polynomials
rather than quadratic Taylor expansions. To satisfy the application’s demand for synchronization accuracy, synchronization algorithms with low accuracy must be executed frequently. For
example, FTSP [2] has to resynchronize the nodes in the network
every minute in order to achieve 90 ms synchronization error (an
acceptable synchronization error limit for several applications).
Consequently, synchronization algorithms with a low accuracy
are only useful for short-term applications such as surveillance
and object tracking and are unsuitable for efﬁcient duty cycling
and other applications that require continuous time synchronization such as synchronized sampling, because they spend a lot of
energy due to their frequent resynchronization [8]. Despite the
higher accuracy achieved with quadratic synchronization algorithms, their design is a challenging work. To the best of our
knowledge, the synchronization algorithm proposed in [8] is the
only quadratic algorithm currently reported in the literature. Its
major shortcoming is to be unsuitable for large-scale networks (refer to Section 3).
When a synchronization process ends, the logical clock of each
synchronized node is close to the global clock. However, over time,
the logical clocks of the synchronized nodes gradually differ from
the global clock. To obtain acceptable synchronization accuracy,
the synchronization process has to be started at regular intervals.
If the synchronization process is started once every T seconds,
we say the synchronization period is T seconds. It is clear that a
shorter synchronization period leads to higher synchronization
accuracy. However, shorter synchronization periods also lead to
larger energy consumption in the network nodes. Since energy saving is a crucial requirement in WSNs, the balance between synchronization accuracy and energy consumption needs to be
maintained. For a given time interval T (unit: second) and time
synchronization algorithm f, let́s assume that ET(f) (unit: microsecond) represents the f’s synchronization error for a synchronization
period equal to T. For a given synchronization error limit e (unit:
microsecond) and time synchronization algorithm f, we use Te(f)
(unit: second) to denote the maximal time interval T such that ET(f) 6 e, that is, T e ðf Þ ¼ maxfTjET ðf Þ 6 eg. We call Te(f) the f’s immaT
nent period in the condition that the synchronization error limit
is equal to e (for short, e-period). The longer the immanent period
of a time synchronization algorithm is, the more energy-efﬁcient

it should be. The immanent period is used to compute the communication cost of time synchronization algorithms (refer to Section 2.4). The most representative time synchronization
algorithms existing in the literature have all a short immanent period. For example, the immanent period considering e = 9ls-periods
of FTSP [2], RSP [4] and PulseSync [1] are, respectively, 100 s, 300 s
and 100 s. Therefore, they are not suitable for long-term running
networks.
Considering all the aforementioned issues and challenges, in
this paper we present a new non-accumulative, quadratic Taylor
time synchronization algorithm called 2LTSP. Since 2LTSP is nonaccumulative, unlike most existing time synchronization algorithms, its error has no spatial accumulative effect as the size of
the network increases. Therefore, it is suitable for large-scale networks. Moreover, as 2LTSP approximates the global clock using a
quadratic Taylor expansion rather than a linear polynomial as most
existing schemes do, it is highly accurate. Theoretical analysis and
simulation results show that when the synchronization period is
less than 100 s, the error of 2LTSP is within 0.6 ms, no matter
how large the size of the network is. Moreover, when the required
synchronization error limit (e) is 9 microseconds, the immanent
period of 2LTSP is larger than or equal to 1300 s in networks of
any size. Since only a packet is ﬂooded to the entire network in a
synchronization process of 2LTSP (see Section 4) and its immanent
period is long, then it is an energy-efﬁcient protocol. This means
2LTSP is suitable for long-term running networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
will give some deﬁnitions and assumptions that are important to
understand the formulation of our proposal. In Section 3, we review the existing clock synchronization protocols that are directly
related to our approach. The proposed synchronization scheme is
presented in Section 4. Error analysis is given in Section 5. Section describes the performed simulation experiments. Section 7
describes the implemented prototype of the proposed algorithm.
Finally, Section 8 draws the conclusion. In addition, some proofs
were included in Appendixes A and B.

2. Concepts and assumptions
This section is organized as follows. In Subsection 1, we present
the WSN model and communication frame format adopted in this
work. In Subsection 2, we discuss the Quadratic Taylor synchronization. In Subsection 3, we discuss the spatial accumulative effect
in WSN. In Subsection 4, we deﬁne communication cost model
used in this work.

2.1. WSN model and communication frame format
In this work, a WSN is modeled as a graph. The network graph
G(N) of a WSN N is deﬁned as follows: (1) the vertex set of G(N)
is the set of all nodes in network N; (2) for any two vertices A
and B, the sufﬁcient and necessary condition for the existence of
an edge connecting them in G(N) is that they are within radio range
of each other. Hereafter, we will use the terms from graph theory
without explaining them. For any two nodes A and B, the distance
between them in the network graph is called the hop distance. In
this paper, we suppose that there exists a unique node (referred
to as the reference node) such that its hardware clock is the global
clock of the network and its logical clock is always synchronized
with its hardware clock. The network radius is deﬁned as the hop
distance between the reference node and the farthest node from
it. A network whose radius is equal to one is called a one-hop network, while a network whose radius is larger than one is called a
multi-hop network. A time synchronization in a one-hop network
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is called a one-hop synchronization, while a time synchronization in
a multi-hop network is called as a multi-hop synchronization.
In this paper, we assume that every node in the network is
equipped with several sensing units, a radio module compliant to
IEEE 802.15.4 standard [9–12], a microcontroller and an energy
source. Fig. 2.1.1 shows a schematic view of the IEEE 802.15.4
frame format.
During the transmission process, when the required number of
preamble bytes have been transmitted, the radio module will automatically transmit the one byte long SFD (Start of frame Delimiter).
The SFD is ﬁxed and it is not possible to change this value by software. Once the SFD has been transmitted, the radio modulator will
start reading data from the TX FIFO. It expects to ﬁnd the frame
length ﬁeld followed by MAC header and MAC payload. The frame
length ﬁeld is used to determine how many bytes are to be transmitted. Bytes may be added to the TX FIFO during transmission.
Frame reception starts with detection of the SFD, followed by the
length byte, which determines when the reception is complete.
Once the SFD has been received, the radio demodulator will start
writing received data to the RX FIFO. Most of current WSN radio
transceivers are endowed with a packet sniffer. Packet snifﬁng is
a non-intrusive way of observing data that is either being transmitted or received by the radio module.
Fig. 2.1.2 shows the structure of a synchronization packet. The
synchronization packet has 8 ﬁelds. Both ﬁelds F1 and F2 are ﬂags
consisting of 8 bytes of zeros, and the other ﬁelds all have 4 bytes.
Field ID1 is the ID number of the reference node, while ﬁeld ID2 is
the ID number of the sender node. In the procedure that the sender
transfers a synchronization packet to the receiver, we need to obtain
three pairs of time stamps: (i) the pair consisting of the time that
the SFD has just sent and the time it was received; (ii) the pair consisting of the time which the ﬁeld F1 has just sent and the time that
such ﬁeld was received; and (iii) the pair consisting of the time that
the ﬁeld F2 has just sent and the time it was received.
The ﬁelds T0,V (V = 3–5) are respectively the reference node’s
current hardware clock values when it has just sent the SFD, the
ﬁrst ﬂag and the second ﬂag. Note that the node microcontroller
can know, by observing the output of the packet sniffer, when
the node radio has just sent/received the SFD, the ﬁrst ﬂag and
the second ﬂag. The ﬁeld L_ is the sender’s current logical clock value when it has just sent the ﬁrst ﬂag. Since the logical clock of the
reference node is the same as its hardware clock, L_ ¼ T 0;4 when the
reference node is the sender.
2.2. Quadratic Taylor synchronization
Since the third derivative of the hardware clock function is very
small [14], we know from Lagrange’s remainder theorem that its
quadratic Taylor expansion is a very good approximation. In addi-

Fig. 2.1.2. Structure of a synchronization packet.

tion, because the third derivative of the hardware clock function is
much smaller than its second derivative [14], we know from Lagrange’s remainder theorem that its quadratic Taylor expansion
is a much better approximation than its linear Taylor expansion.
Moreover, we know from [14] that the linear Taylor expansion of
the hardware clock function is a better approximation than other
linear polynomials. Therefore, the quadratic Taylor expansion of
the hardware clock function is a much better approximation than
linear polynomials. The above argument shows that quadratic Taylor synchronization algorithms are much better, in term of synchronization accuracy, than linear synchronization algorithms.
2.3. Spatial accumulative effect
By our deﬁnition, the hardware clock of the reference node is
just the global clock. In order to adjust local clocks to the global
clock, synchronization algorithms need the hardware clock information of the reference node. Suppose that R is the reference node
and A is a node. The precondition that A can synchronize with R is
that there exist nodes R = A1, ..., An = A such that for each i (1 < i 6 n),
Ai is within the radio range of Ai-1.
Accumulative synchronization algorithms achieve the synchronization between A and R in the following way. At physical time t1,
^ 1 of its own current hardware clock
R (=A1) obtains an estimation M
information M1 by using its own hardware time stamps and sends
^ 1 . At physical time t2 (t2 > t1), A2 obtains
A2 a message including M
^
an estimation M 2 of the R’s current hardware clock information
^ 1 and sends A3 a message including M
^ 2 . At physical
M2 by using M
^ 3 of the R’s current hardtime t3 (t3 > t2), A3 obtains an estimation M
^ 2 and sends A4 a message
ware clock information M3 by using M
^ 3 . Since the data used by A2 contains an intrinsic error,
including M
and the data used by A1 (=R) do not contain any error, the estimation error of A2 is larger than that of A1. The estimation methods
used by both A2 and A3 are certainly the same. However, the data
used by A3 have larger error than the data used by A2. Therefore,
the estimation error of A3 is larger than that of A2. Such behavior
continues until at physical time tn (tn > tn-1) A (=An) receives the
^ n1 of the R’s
message (which includes the approximate value M
hardware clock information Mn-1 at physical time tn-1 estimated
^ n2 ) from An-1 and adjusts its own logical clock
by An-1 using M
^ n of the R’s current hardware
according to the approximate value M
^ n1 . From the above
clock information Mn estimated by A using M
^ i  M i in the ith
description, we know that the estimation error M
^ iþ1  M iþ1 in the (i + 1)th step.
step affects the estimation error M
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Fig. 2.1.1. Schematic view of the IEEE 802.15.4 frame format [13].
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It is clear that the larger the hop distance between R and A is, the
^ n  M n of A. Since the estimation erlarger is the estimation error M
ror for the global clock dramatically affects synchronization accuracy, the A’s synchronization error will increase as the hop
distance between R and A grows. This phenomenon is called the
spatial accumulative effect of accumulative synchronization algorithms. We know from computational mathematics that when
the argument has an error, the higher the degree of a polynomial
is, the larger its error is. Therefore, accumulative quadratic synchronization algorithms have stronger spatial accumulative effect
than accumulative linear ones.
Non-accumulative synchronization algorithms achieve the synchronization between A and R in the following way. At physical
^ 1 of its own current hardtime t1, R (=A1) obtains an estimation M
ware clock information M1 by using its own hardware time stamps
^ 1 . Each Ai (1 < i > n) only forand sends A2 a message including M
wards the message sent by R. At physical time tn (tn > t1), A (=An)
receives, from An-1, the message sent by R and adjusts its own log^ n of the R’s current
ical clock according to the approximate value M
^ 1 . Since the
hardware clock information Mn estimated by A using M
^ n  M n for the global clock is not related with
A’s estimation error M
the hop distance between R and A, the A’s synchronization error is
not related with the hop distance between R and A. Therefore, nonaccumulative synchronization algorithms have no spatial accumulative effect.
2.4. Communication cost
We deﬁne the communication cost in the condition that synchronization error limit is equal to e as the number of packets ﬂooded
to the entire network in time unit to ensure that synchronization
error is not larger than to e. It is not difﬁcult to see that the communication cost in the condition that synchronization error limit
is equal to e is equal to the quotient of the number of packets
ﬂooded to the entire network in one synchronization process and
the e-period.
3. Related work
Since 2002 time synchronization in WSNs has been widely researched [1–7,15–24]. However, most existing time synchronization algorithms are application related, which means the
algorithms only work effectively under certain conditions and for
speciﬁc application domains. In contrast to such approaches, 2LTSP
algorithm aims to be as agnostic as possible to the target application domain and therefore it seeks to cover a wide range of application requirements such as high accuracy, energy efﬁcient (longterm) and large-scale WSN.
The Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP) [2], which
uses a rooted ad hoc tree to organize the network topology, is an
accumulative synchronization algorithm. FTSP synchronizes the
time of a sender to possibly multiple receivers making use of a single radio message time-stamped at the MAC layer at both the sender and the receiver sides. Linear regression is used in FTSP to
compensate for clock drift as suggested in [16]. Because the error
of FTSP grows exponentially as the size of the network grows [1]
and FTSP has a very short immanent period [8], it is not suitable
for large-scale networks or long-term running networks.
Ratio-based Time Synchronization Protocol (RSP) [4] uses two
continuous (in the sense that one message is sent after the other)
synchronization messages to synchronize the clock of the receiver
with that of the sender. By marking the time-stamp of the message
in MAC layer, some delay time in handling the transmission can be
eliminated and the accuracy is enhanced. As reported in the literature and observed in our simulations (refer to Section 6.1), the

9ls-period of RSP is less than 300 s. This means that only when
synchronization period is not larger than 300 s, the synchronization error of RSP can be less than 9 ms. Thus, RSP is unsuitable
for long-term running networks. Moreover, simulated experiments
show that its error grows exponentially as the size of the network
grows. Therefore, it is also not suitable for large-scale networks.
The Pulse Synchronization Protocol (PulseSync) [1], which uses
a rooted breadth-ﬁrst search tree to organize the network topology, is a non-accumulative synchronization algorithm. Since the
error of PulseSync has no spatial accumulative effect, it is suitable
for large-scale networks. However, the 9ls-period of PulseSync is
less than 100 s (the same as FTSP’s). Therefore, PulseSync is not
suitable for long-term running networks.
The synchronization algorithm proposed in [8] approximates
the global clock through a quadratic polynomial rather than a linear polynomial as used in previous researches. Our conducted simulated experiments show that its 9 ls-period is less than 100 s and
its error grows exponentially as the size of the network grows.
Therefore, it is not suitable for both large-scale networks and
long-term running networks. In addition, since this algorithm has
very high computational complexity, it is unsuitable for use in
the resource constrained WSN nodes.
Zheng et al. [6] propose a uniﬁed framework to jointly solve the
problems of localization and time synchronization in WSNs from
the signal processing perspective. Some pioneer researchers have
noticed the similarities between the problem of source localization
and time synchronization [21,22]. However, they only pointed out
the links between the two problems and explored the possibility of
jointly implementing localization and synchronization at the protocol level. The algorithm is the ﬁrst work that mathematically
models and analyses the joint localization and synchronization
problem from signal processing point of view. They ﬁrst study
the maximum likelihood method and least square method for joint
localization and time synchronization, and then use this method to
solve the problems of localization and time synchronization. As
this algorithm does not achieve clock drift compensation, its synchronization accuracy is very low. Since this algorithm is accumulative, it has strong spatial accumulative effect.
Rahamatkar et al. [7] propose a reference-based, tree structured
time synchronization algorithm called TSRTS (Tree Structured Referencing Time Synchronization). The TSRTS is based on the protocol proposed by [23]. Its aim is to minimize the complexity of the
synchronization. The TSRTS works on two phases. First phase used
to construct an ad hoc tree structure and second phase used to synchronize the local clocks of sensor nodes. The goal of the TSRTS is
to achieve a network wide synchronization of the local clocks of
the participating nodes. The TSRTS synchronizes the time of a sender to possibly multiple receivers utilizing a single radio message
time-stamped at both the sender and the receiver sides. MAC layer
time stamping can eliminate many of the errors, as observed in
[24]. Linear regression is used in TSRTS to compensate for clock
drift as suggested in [16]. Since TSRTS is accumulative, it has strong
spatial accumulative effect.

4. Long term and large scale time synchronization protocol
(2LTSP)
Our synchronization algorithm 2LTSP is an unstructured time
synchronization scheme, meaning it has no special demand on
the topology structure of the network. In contrast to tree based approaches, unstructured approaches do not maintain any global
conﬁguration with regard to the network topology, and, consequently, node mobility and failure do not cause particular problems. The node with the lowest ID is elected as the reference
node, whose hardware clock will serve as the global clock, using
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any leader election algorithm such as that in [2]. If this node fails,
then the node with the lowest ID in the remaining network is
elected as the new reference node. The reference node periodically
ﬂoods the network with a synchronization packet. After receiving
the packet, the nodes within the radio range of the reference node
will correct their logical clocks and become synchronized nodes.
All synchronized nodes forward the packet after updating its ﬁeld
_ All non-synchronized nodes, upon receiving the synchronization
L.
packet will do the same actions. The aforementioned steps will repeat until each node has performed the same actions. A non-synchronized node can receive packets from multiple synchronized
nodes. In such a case, the non-synchronized node only considers
the ﬁrst received packet. From the above description, we know that
only a synchronization packet is ﬂooded to the entire network in a
single 2LTSP synchronization process. Since at least a packet is
ﬂooded to the entire network in any single synchronization process, 2LTSP has the minimum communication cost in a single synchronization process.
For simplicity and without loss of generality, in this paper we
will consider linear networks as shown in Fig. 4.1.
Node 0 is the reference node. Only node 1 is within the radio
range of node 0. For any 0 < i < n, only nodes i  1 and i + 1 are
within the radio range of node i. Only node n  1 is within the radio
range of node n. For any node i, in this paper we use Ci(t) and Li(t) to
represent respectively the hardware clock value and logical clock
value of node i at physical time t.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Subsections 1
and 2, we will describe in details our algorithm 2LTSP. The theoretical basis for 2LTSP is given in Subsection 3.

well as the node i  1’s current logical clock value L_ i1 when node
i  1 has just sent the ﬁrst ﬂag, as shown in Fig. 4.2.1.
Note that in Fig. 4.2.1, Ti-1,V (V = 0–2) are respectively the node
i  1’s current hardware clock values when it has just received
the SFD, the ﬁrst ﬂag and the second ﬂag from node i  2, while
Ti-1,V (V = 3–5) are respectively the node i  1’s current hardware
clock values when it has just sent the SFD, the ﬁrst ﬂag and the second ﬂag to node i.
As soon as M has been completely received, node i modiﬁes ﬁeld
ID2 of M to its ID number and begins to forward M. When node i has
just sent the SFD, it records its current hardware clock value Ti,3. As
soon as node i has sent the ﬁrst ﬂag, it accomplishes in its turn the
following four tasks. The ﬁrst task is to record its current hardware
clock value Ti,4. The second task is to set its current logical clock value L_ i by the following formula:

4.1. Starting a synchronization process

From the next subsection, we know that Eq. (4.2.2) computes
the node i‘s logical clock by imitating the global clock after the synchronization process has ended. The fourth task is to modify ﬁeld L_
of M to its current logical clock value L_ i

Node 0 starts a synchronization process by preparing a synchronization packet M. Following we describe how node 0 transmits M.
Firstly, node 0 sets ﬁelds ID1 and ID2 of M to its own ID number.
Then it begins to send M. When node 0 has just sent the SFD, it records its current hardware clock value Ta and sets ﬁeld T0,3 of M to
Ta. As soon as node 0 has sent the ﬁrst ﬂag, it records its current
hardware clock value Tb, and sets ﬁelds T0,4 and L_ of M to Tb. Once
node 0 has sent the second ﬂag, it records its current hardware
clock value Tc and sets ﬁeld T0,5 of M to Tc. Each node can know,
by observing the output of the packet sniffer, when its radio module has just sent/received the SFD, the ﬁrst ﬂag and the second ﬂag.
Some type of nodes (for example CC2520 nodes [13]) support the
packet sniffer in hardware, and others (for example CC2420 nodes
[25]) do not. The type of nodes that do not support the packet sniffer in hardware can realize this by programming.

4.2. Completing one synchronization step
In the procedure during which node i (1 6 i 6 n) receives M
from node i  1, node i can obtain its own hardware time stamps
Ti,0, Ti,1 and Ti,2. They are respectively the node i’s current hardware
clock values when it has just received the SFD, the ﬁrst ﬂag and the
second ﬂag. When the procedure that node i  1 sends M to node i
ends, node i obtains the reference node’s hardware time stamps
T0,V (V = 3–5) and its own hardware time stamps Ti,V (V = 0–2) as

Fig. 4.1. Network logical topology.

T 0;5  T 0;4
1
L_ i ¼ L_ i1 þ
ðT i;4  T i;1 Þ þ
2
T i;2  T i;1


T 0;5  2T 0;4 þ T 0;3
ðT i;4  T i;1 Þ2 :
ðT i;2  T i;1 ÞðT i;1  T i;0 Þ

ð4:2:1Þ

From the aforementioned discussion, we know that L_ 0 ¼ T 0;4 .
Hence, the recursive formula (4.2.1) can be successfully computed.
From the next subsection, we know that Eq. (4.2.1) is a quadratic
Taylor expansion approximation to the global clock. The third task
is to update the calculation formula of its logical clock Li(t) as
follows:

T 0;5  T 0;4
Li ðtÞ ¼ L_ i þ
 ðC i ðtÞ  T i;4 Þ:
T i;2  T i;1

ð4:2:2Þ

Once node i has sent the second ﬂag, it records its current hardware clock value Ti,5. From Eqs. (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), we know that
2LTSP directly estimates an approximate formula from the node
i’s hardware clock to the hardware clock of the reference node
(node 0), rather than ﬁrstly estimates an approximate formula
from node i to node i  1. Then it composes an approximate formula from node i to the reference node using the approximate formula from node i to node i  1 and the approximate formula from
node i  1 to the reference node. This means 2LTSP is a non-accumulative time synchronization algorithm. From the above argument, we know that 2LTSP approximates the global clock using a
quadratic Taylor expansion rather than a linear polynomial as most
existing schemes do. We can see from Eq. (4.2.1) that 2LTSP only
uses 15 arithmetic operations and consumes 28 bytes of memory
– 4 bytes for each one of the seven variables occurring in L_ i . Hence,
2LTSP is suitable to resource constraint systems such as WSN
nodes. In the next subsection, we will discuss the theoretical basis
for 2LTSP.
4.3. Theoretical basis for 2LTSP
The goal of this subsection is to describe the theoretical base for
the proposed algorithm 2LTSP. A crystal oscillator provide the
hardware clock of each node. Most crystal oscillators are not very
precise because the frequency, which makes the time increase, is
never exactly right [26].
The problem to synchronize the node i’s logical clock to the
node 0’s hardware clock can be reduced to ﬁnding the time transformation function g 0 i ðxÞ such that C 0 ðtÞ ¼ g 0 i ðC i ðtÞÞ; 8t P 0. In
theory, g 0 i ðxÞ can be constructed from the following parametric
equations:
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Fig. 4.2.1. Multi-hop synchronization.



y ¼ C 0 ðtÞ
x ¼ C i ðtÞ

;

0 6 t < þ1:

ð4:3:1Þ

As x ¼ C i ðtÞ is a strictly increasing function of t, t ¼ C 1
i ðxÞ. Thus
1
y ¼ C 0 ðC 1
i ðxÞÞ, that is, g 0 i ðxÞ ¼ C 0 ðC i ðxÞÞ Since we do not know
the exact expressions of C 0 ðtÞ and C i ðtÞ, we cannot derive the exact
expression of g 0 i ðxÞ. Therefore, in practice we usually can only derive the approximation of g 0 i ðxÞ. To our convenience of continuing
discussion, we ﬁrst give the following lemmas. Their proofs are included in Appendix B.
Lemma 4.3.1. For any 0 < i 6 n,

From Taylor’s theorem we know that g 0 i ðxÞ is also approximately equal to the ﬁrst 2 terms of its Taylor series in a neighborhood of T i;4 , that is,

g 0 i ðxÞ  g 0 i ðT i;4 Þ þ g 00 i ðT i;4 Þðx  T i;4 Þ:

Since T i;4  T i;1 is shorter than the time needed for node i to forward a synchronization packet, T i;4  T i;1 is very short. Therefore
from the continuity of g 00 i ðxÞ and g~00 i ðxÞ we know that
g 00 i ðT i;4 Þ  g 00 i ðT i;1 Þ and g~00 i ðT i;4 Þ  g~00 i ðT i;1 Þ. From Eq, (4.3.3) we
know
g 00

i ðT i;4 Þ

that


g~00

to g0 i(x)

T 0;5  2T 0;4 þ T 0;3
 g 000 i ðT i;1 Þ:
ðT i;2  T i;1 ÞðT i;1  T i;0 Þ

g^0 i ðxÞ ¼ L_ i þ

Lemma 4.3.3. For any 0 < i 6 n, L_ i1  g 0 i ðT i;1 Þ
Currently most of time synchronization algorithms use a linear
polynomial to approximate g 0 i ðxÞ. Our algorithm 2LTSP uses a
quardratic Taylor expansion g~0 i ðxÞ to approximate g 0 i ðxÞ. In the
following we will describe how to use the seven-tuple
ðT 0;3 ; T 0;4 ; T 0;5 ; T i;0 ; T i;1 ; T i;2 ; T_ i1 Þ obtained by node i to derive
g~0 i ðxÞ. From Taylor’s theorem we know that g 0 i ðxÞ is approximately equal to the ﬁrst 3 terms of its Taylor series in a neighborhood of T i;1 , that is,

g 0 i ðxÞ  g 0 i ðT i;1 Þ þ g 00 i ðT i;1 Þðx  T i;1 Þ
ð4:3:2Þ

From lemmas 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3 we know that by substituting g 0 i ðT i;1 Þg 00 i ðT i;1 Þ and g 000 i ðT i;1 Þ in approximate Eqs. (4.3.2) with
T T
T 0;5 2T 0;4 þT 0;3
L_ i1 , 0;5 0;4 and
respectively, we can obtain the
ðT i;2 T i;1 ÞðT i;1 T i;0 Þ

following approximation to g 0 i ðxÞ:

T 0;5  T 0;4
1
 ðx  T i;1 Þ þ
g~0 i ðxÞ ¼ L_ i1 þ
2
T i;2  T i;1


T 0;5  2T 0;4 þ T 0;3
 ðx  T i;1 Þ2 :
ðT i;2  T i;1 ÞðT i;1  T i;0 Þ

i ðT i;4 Þ.

g 0 i ðT i;4 Þ and g 00 i ðT i;4 Þ
T 0;5 T 0;4
respectively, we
T i;2 T i;1

Lemma 4.3.2. For any 0 < i 6 n,

T i;2 T i;1

T T 0;4
g~00 i ðT i;1 Þ ¼ T0;5
.
i;2 T i;1

Furthermore

Because
g 00

i ðT i;4 Þ

g~0 i ðxÞ  g 0 i ðxÞ,


T 0;5 T 0;4
.
T i;2 T i;1

Since

T T 0;4
, by substituting
L_ i ¼ g~0 i ðT i;4 Þ  g 0 i ðT i;4 Þ and g 00 i ðT i;4 Þ  T0;5
i;2 T i;1

T 0;5  T 0;4
 g 00 i ðT i;1 Þ:
T i;2  T i;1

1
þ g 000 i ðT i;1 Þðx  T i;1 Þ2 :
2

ð4:3:4Þ

ð4:3:3Þ

It is clear from Eqs. (4.2.1) and (4.3.3) that for any 0 < i 6 n,
L_ i ¼ g~0 i ðT i;4 Þ. From lemmas 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3 and formula
(4.3.3), we know that g~0 i ðxÞ is a quadratic Taylor expansion
approximation of g 0 i ðxÞ. Hence from Eq. (4.3.1) we know that
g~0 i ðC i ðtÞÞ is a quadratic Taylor expansion approximation of the
global clock C 0 ðtÞ. This means that 2LTSP approximates the global
clock using a quadratic Taylor expansion rather than a linear polynomial as most existing schemes do.

in approximate Eq. (4.3.4) with L_ i and
can obtain the following approximation

T 0;5  T 0;4
 ðx  T i;4 Þ
T i;2  T i;1

ð4:3:5Þ

It is clear from Eqs. (4.2.2) and (4.3.5) that for any 0 < i 6 n,
^0 i ðC i ðtÞÞ. As g^0 i ðxÞ  g 0 i ðxÞ, C 0 ðtÞ ¼ g 0 i ðC i ðtÞÞ and
Li ðtÞ ¼ g
^0 i ðC i ðtÞÞ, so after the synchronization process has ended,
Li ðtÞ ¼ g
node i computes its logical clock by imitating the global clock. In
the next section, we will analyze the error of 2LTSP and prove it
has high accuracy.
5. Error analysis
The purpose of this section is to analyze the error of the proposed algorithm 2LTSP. From Section 4, we know that 2LTSP is a
non-accumulative time synchronization algorithm, and approximates the global clock using a quadratic Taylor expansion rather
than a linear polynomial as most existing schemes do. From Section 2, we know that any non-accumulative synchronization algorithm has no spatial accumulative effect, and any quadratic Taylor
synchronization algorithm is much better, in term of synchronization accuracy, than linear synchronization algorithms. Therefore,
we have proved that 2LTSP has a high accuracy no matter how
large the size of the network is. In this section, we will give the
upper limit of the 2LTSP‘s synchronization error. Let X(t) be a continuous random variable, and let E(X) be the mean of X. If
X(t0) = E(X), then we call t0 a mean point of X. For sake of comprehension, Table 5.1 summarizes some variables and constants used
from now on in this paper.
For practical applications, a WSN with radius of 100 hops is
fairly large. For example, the physical radius of a network with radius 100 hops and consisting of Mica2 nodes can reach 15 km because the radio range of a Mica2 node is 152.5 m [2]. According to
[2], sending a synchronization packet between two adjacent nodes
needs at most 0.62 s. Therefore, in a WSN whose radius is no larger
than 100 hops, the duration of a synchronization process is no larger than 62 s. Thus, we can suppose that T is no larger than 100 s.
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Table 5.1
Deﬁnitions of variables and constants used in the paper.
Variable/
constant

Description

C 0i ðtÞ

C 0i ðtÞ, the derivative of Ci(t), is the node i’s hardware clock frequency at physical time t. C 0i ðtÞ  1 is called the node i’s hardware clock drift at physical time
t
C 00i ðtÞ, the second derivative of Ci(t), is called the node i’s hardware clock drift variation at physical time t
C 000
i ðtÞ, the third derivative of Ci(t), is called the node i’s hardware clock quadratic drift variation at physical time t
For any 1 6 i 6 n, ti,V (V = 0–2) are, respectively, the physical times in which node i has just received the SFD, the ﬁrst ﬂag and the second ﬂag. For any
0 6 i 6 n, ti,V (V = 3–5) are, respectively, the physical times that node i has just sent the SFD, the ﬁrst ﬂag and the second ﬂag. Hence Ti,V = Ci(ti,V)
(i = 1n, V = 05) and T0,V = C0(t0,V) (V = 0, 4, 5).
the upper limit of hardware clock drifts, not larger than 30  106 s1
the upper limit of hardware clock drift variations, not larger than 108 s2
the upper limit of hardware clock quadratic drift variations, no larger than 1010 s3
the time needed for the environmental temperature to change 1 °C
synchronization period
synchronization duration of a synchronization process, that is, the elapsed time from the starting of the process, when the reference node sends a
synchronization packet, to the ending of the process, when all nodes in the WSN have already received this packet.
In any time interval with lengthx, each node’s hardware clock frequency has mean points.

C 00i ðtÞ
C 000
i ðtÞ
ti,V

q
h

D
T

s
x

Since T is usually far less than T, we can suppose that T 6 T  102
and T2 6 T. According to the literature [1,27], node i’s hardware
clock drift C 0i ðtÞ  1 is always bounded, that is, there exists a positive number qi such that jC 0i ðtÞ  1j 6 qi ; 8t P 0. The hardware device manufacturer can provide qi, and normally qi 2 [5,30] ppm
(parts per million) [1,27]. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that
hardware clocks satisfy the bounded drift model deﬁned in [1,27]:
there exists a positive number q 6 30  106 s1 such that for
any node i, jC 00i ðtÞ  1j 6 q; 8t P 0. Since environmental conditions
change gradually, it is reasonable to assume that hardware clocks
satisfy the bounded drift variation model deﬁned in [28]: there exists a positive number h 6 108 s2 such that for any node i,
jC 00 iðtÞj 6 h; 8t P 0: Since for any node i, jC 0 iðtÞ  1j 6 30  106
0
and jðC 0 iðtÞ  1Þ j ¼ jC 00 iðtÞj 6 108 in the usual condition, it seems
00
reasonable to assume that jC 000 iðtÞj ¼ jðC 0 iðtÞ  1Þ j 6 1010 . Thus, it
is also reasonable to assume that hardware clocks satisfy the following bounded quadratic drift variation model: there exists a positive number u 6 1010 s3 such that for any node i, jC 000 iðtÞj 6 u;
8t P 0.
Since the time interval between two consecutive synchronization processes is generally quite short [8], environmental conditions such as humidity, pressure, battery voltage, and age of
oscillator will not signiﬁcantly change in the same synchronization
period. Note that though the 2LTSP’s synchronization period can
reach 1300 s, this time interval is still rather short for changing
these environmental conditions. Hence, the most prominent factor
causing the hardware clock drift is temperature [1]. By the conclusion reported in [1], the change of the hardware clock frequency of
a Mica2 node is no greater than one microsecond per second in the
environment whose temperature difference is no greater than 5 °C.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that hardware clocks satisfy
the following temperature-based drift model: for each node i,

jC 0 iðt 1 Þ  C 0 iðt 2 Þj 6

jt 1  t 2 j
 106 s1
5D

when jt1  t 2 j 6 D
ð4:3:6Þ

The authors of [1] do not indicate the time needed for the temperature to change 5 °C, but the change of environmental temperature is usually slow, for example, the temperature difference
during noon to 3 P.M is commonly less than 5 °C. Because the
change of the environmental temperature is usually slow, we can
assume that s þ T 6 D and D P 1300 s. Suppose that XðtÞ is a continuous random variable in time interval ½t0 ; t0 þ D. Let e ¼ EðXÞ In
the usual condition, PðXðtÞ 6 eÞ  PðXðtÞ P eÞ. Therefore there exists a very long time sequence t 1 <    < tm such that
Xðt 1 Þ < e; Xðt2 Þ > e; Xðt3 Þ < e;   . According to the zero-point theo-

rem for continuous functions, there exist kk 2 ðtk ; t kþ1 Þðk ¼
1; . . . ; m  1ÞsuchthatXðkk Þ ¼ e. Thus XðtÞ usually has many mean
points. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that hardware clocks satisfy the following mean-based drift model: there exists a positive
number x (not larger than 10 s) such that each node’s hardware
clock frequency has mean points in any time interval with length
x.
Now we summarize the hypotheses used throughout
the paper:
(1).

s 6 100 s, s 6 T  102 , s2 6 T, x 6 D  102 , s þ T 6 D and

D P 1300 s.
(2). [bounded drift model] There exists a positive number
q 6 30  106 s1 such that for any node i, jC 0i ðtÞ  1j 6 q;
8t P 0.
(3). [bounded drift variation model] There exists a positive number h 6 108 s2 such that for any node i, jC 000 iðtÞj 6 h; 8t P 0.
(4). [bounded quadratic drift variation model] There exists a
positive number u 6 1010 s3 such that for any node i,
jC 0i ðtÞj 6 u; 8t P 0.
(5). [temperature-based drift model] For any node i,

jC 0i ðt1 Þ  C 0 iðt2 Þj 6

jt 1  t 2 j
 106 s1
5D

when jt 1  t2 j 6 D:

(6). [mean-based drift model] There exists a positive number
x 6 10 s such that each node’s hardware clock frequency
has mean points in any time interval with length x.
Lemma 5.1 gives the upper limit of error between the logical
clocks of synchronized nodes and the hardware clock of the reference node (node 0). From the above hypotheses, Lagrange’s
mean value theorem, Taylor’s formula and the intermediate
value theorem for continuous function, we can prove
Lemma 5.1. The proof detail of Lemma 5.1 is given in
Appendix A. In this paper, we use marker ‘‘h’’ represents the
end of the proofs.
Lemma 5.1. For any 1 6 i 6 n,

jLi ðtÞ  C 0 ðtÞj 6 8:1 

sþT
D

1
 106 þ us2 when t 2 ½t i;4 ; t i;4 þ TÞ
3

From Lemma 5.1, we can prove the following key result.
Theorem 5.1. For any 1 6 i 6 n, jLi ðtÞ  C 0 ðtÞj 6 9  106 s
t 2 ½ti;4 ; t i;4 þ TÞ:

when
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Table 6.1
Deﬁnitions of variables used in this section.
Variable

Description

R
gi

The radius of the network
The changing period of the clock frequency of node i. Every g i second, node i
changes its clock frequency
The last clock frequency of node i, that is, the node i’s frequency before g i
seconds
The current clock frequency of node i

r_ i
ri

Assumption

Proof. From Lemma 5.1, we know that when t 2 ½ti;4 ; t i;4 þ TÞ,

jLi ðtÞ  C 0 ðtÞj 6 8:1 

sþT
D

1
 106 þ us2 :
3

From the hypotheses (1) and (4), we know that s 6 100,
s þ T 6 D and u 6 1010 . Thus jLi ðtÞ  C 0 ðtÞj 6 9  106 s is clear.
Hence, we have proved this theorem. h
From the above theorem, we know that when synchronization
period is no larger than the time needed to change the environmental temperature in 1 °C, the error of 2LTSP is within 9 ms no
matter how large the size of the network is. This means that 2LTSP
has no spatial accumulative effect and its 9ls-period is larger than
or equal to the time needed for the environmental temperature to
change 1 °C. Because the change of the environmental temperature
is usually slow, 2LTSP is suitable for both large-scale networks and
long-term running networks. Since we have assumed that the time
D needed for the environmental temperature to change 1 °C is larger than or equal to 1300 s, it is clear that the 9ls-period of 2LTSP is
larger than or equal to 1300 s under conditions assumed in this paper. The following simulation results also corroborate to such
conclusions.
6. Simulations
Our goal in this section is to analyze the performance of our
algorithm 2LTSP experimentally. We will analyze the synchronization error of 2LTSP compared to three representative time synchronization algorithms, namely FTSP [2], RSP [4], and PulseSync [1]. It
is important to recall that in this paper we only consider linear networks as shown in Fig. 4.1. All nodes need to report their current
global times at the same physical time. It is also important to note
that the hardware clock value of the reference node is the global
time of the network, while global times of non-reference nodes
are their logical clock values. To implement the task of reporting
the current global times of the nodes at the same physical time,
we added two new nodes, which do not participate in the synchronization, to the topology in Fig. 4.1. One of such node is a query
node, while the other one is a sink node. The query node is responsible for broadcasting a query message periodically. Whenever a
node participating in the synchronization receives a query message, it immediately sends a packet time-stamped by using its current global time to the sink node. The sink node is responsible for
collecting the packets sent by the nodes participating in the synchronization and analyzing synchronization errors. The query node
and the sink node can directly communicate with all nodes attending synchronization. The query intervals are set to 10 s. In each
experiment, the system running duration is 36 h physical time.
For sake of comprehension, Table 6.1 lists some variables used in
this section.
In this section, we will assume that the hardware clocks satisfy
the following temperature-variation model and discrete normal
distribution model:

The initial value of g i is an integral between 18 s and 54 s; g i follows the
temperature-variation model
The initial value of r_ i is 1
 
2 
gi
 106
r i  N r_ i ; 25T

(1) temperature-variation model: for every node i, g i is a conditional random variable described as follow. If g i ¼ 6; it increases
by 1. If 6 < g i < 18, then the probability that it increases by 1 is
70%, and the probability that it decreases by 1 is 30%. If
18 6 g i 6 54, both the probability that it increases by 1 and the
probability that it decreases by 1 are 50%. If 54 < g i < 180; then
the probability that it increases by 1 is 30%, and the probability
that it decreases by 1 is 70%. If g i ¼ 180, it decreases by 1;
(2) discrete normal distribution model: for every node i, ri is a
normal random variable with mean r_ i and standard deviation
2
gi
gi
 106 , that is, ri  Nðr_ i ; ð25T
 106 Þ Þ.
25T
Since we have assumed that synchronization period is not larger than the time needed for the environmental temperature to
change 1°C, T 6 D. Let t2 be current physical time. By the deﬁnitions of r i and r_ i , r i ¼ C 0i ðt2 Þ and r_ i ¼ C 0i ðt2  g i Þ: As we have assumed
that the hardware clock of node i satisﬁes the temperature-based
drift model described in Section 5, so jr i  r_ i j 6 5gDi  106 . Furthergi
more, jr i  r_ i j 6 5T
 106 . By the central limit theorem, many random phenomena in practice follow or approximately follow
normal distributions. Therefore it is very reasonable assuming that
the node i’s frequency of hardware clock follows a normal distribution, that is, ri  Nðr_ i ; r2i Þ. Because ri  Nðr_ i ; r2i Þ and
gi
jri  r_ i j 6 5T
 106 , it easily follows from probability theory that
2
gi
ri  Nðr_ i ; ð25T
 106 Þ Þ. Thus, the rationality of the discrete normal
distribution model follows. The rationality of the temperature-variation model can follows from the result in [1].
As far as we know, there are no public available time synchronization simulators for WSNs that satisfy the temperature-variation model or the discrete normal distribution model at present.
Therefore, to analyze the performance of 2LTSP experimentally,
we developed an event driven simulator at the packet level in
C++ language. Our simulator is an extension of the simulator presented in [9], and satisﬁes both the temperature-variation model
and the discrete normal distribution model. The simulator described in [9] is based on the time character of Mica2 platform
[29], and it decomposes packet delay into 6 delay components,
modeling them separately. In such simulator, the frequency of
crystal oscillator is modeled as Gaussian so that clock drift can
be setup.
In the next subsections, we analyze the performance of 2LTSP
through a set of experiments. In all experiments, the radio range
is 152.5 m.
6.1. Impact of synchronization period on accuracy
The purpose of the ﬁrst conducted experiment is to analyze the
impact of changing synchronization period on the synchronization
accuracy. The network in this experiment consists of two nodes. In
this experiment, we observe 28 one-hop synchronization processes
in which network radius R always takes the value of 1 hop. The
time synchronization algorithms used are 2LTSP, FTSP, RSP and
PulseSync. The synchronization period T takes values of 100, 300,
500, 700, 900, 1100 and 1300 s. We use X i;j ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; j ¼
1;    ; 7Þ to represent the average absolute errors in microsecond
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Table 6.2
90% Conﬁdence intervals of average absolute errors in microsecond for experiment 1.
T
algorithm

100 s

300 s

500 s

700 s

900 s

1100 s

1300 s

2LTSP
FTSP
RSP
PulseSync

[0.59, 0.62]
[10.12, 11.27]
[5.98, 6.72]
[8.93, 10.24]

[1.13, 1.17]
[18.19, 20.95]
[10.51, 12.06]
[15.74, 18.80]

[1.52, 1.56]
[23.23, 26.19]
[14.34, 15.94]
[21.22, 24.49]

[1.86, 1.90]
[27.58, 31.28]
[16.42, 18.36]
[24.85, 29.00]

[2.25, 2.31]
[28.78, 32.49]
[17.93, 20.43]
[25.25, 29.17]

[2.59, 2.67]
[32.75, 37.81]
[20.92, 23.66]
[29.32, 34.94]

[2.93, 3.02]
[36.77, 41.63]
[23.95, 27.09]
[32.76, 38.01]

of these synchronization processes, where i corresponds to one of
the considered algorithms (2LTSP, FTSP, RSP and PulseSync), and j
corresponds to one of the synchronization periods (100, 300, 500,
700, 900, 1100 and 1300 s). Since the frequency of the hardware
clock of every node is random, each X i;j is a random variable. We
use EðX i;j Þ to denote the mean of X i;j , and use IðX i;j Þ to denote the
90% conﬁdence intervals of X i;j . We repeated this experiment 121
ðkÞ
times. We use xi;j ðk ¼ 1;    ; 121Þ to represent the kth sample value
of X i;j : By probability and statistics, we know that

EðX i;j Þ ¼

121
X
1
ðkÞ

x and IðX i;j Þ ¼ ½EðX i;j Þ  yi;j ; EðX i;j Þ þ yi;j 
121 k¼1 i;j

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 
where yi;j ¼ 1:658
121

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
ﬃ
ðkÞ 2
121
2
1

ðx
Þ

121

EðX
Þ
. The 90%
i;j
k¼1 i;j
120

conﬁdence intervals (namely, conﬁdence intervals of 90%) of average absolute errors for each algorithm are drawn in Table 6.2.
The elements of the ‘2LTSP’ row are IðX 1;j Þ; j ¼ 1;    ; 7, and the
other rows have the similar meaning for the remainder algorithms.
We draw means of average absolute errors in microsecond for each
algorithm in Fig. 6.1. The points on the ‘2LTSP’ curve are, in turn,
ð100; EðX 1;1 ÞÞ,
ð300; EðX 1;2 ÞÞ,
ð500; EðX 1;3 ÞÞ,
ð700; EðX 1;4 ÞÞ,
ð900; EðX 1;5 ÞÞ, ð1100; EðX 1;6 ÞÞ and ð1300; EðX 1;7 ÞÞ, and the other
curves have the similar meaning.
Results from Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.1 show that the 2LTSP achieved
synchronization error much smaller than the other assessed algorithms for all tested synchronization periods. For synchronization
periods larger than 100 s, the achieved synchronization errors are
higher than 5 ls for FTSP, RSP and PulseSync algorithms, while
the error for 2LTSP remains low even when the synchronization
period is increased up to 1300 s (varying from 0.6 ls to a maximum of 3.0 ls). Such results demonstrate that 2LTSP is suitable
for WSN applications with a long running lifetime. We can also
see from Fig. 6.1 that the accuracy of 2LTSP is at least 11 times
higher than that of PulseSync; the accuracy of 2LTSP is at least 13
times higher than that of FTSP; and the accuracy of 2LTSP is at least
8 times higher than that of RSP. In addition, we can conclude from
Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.1 that the 9 ls-periods of both FTSP and PulseSync are less than 100 s; the 9 ls-period of RSP is less than 300 s;
and the 9 ls-period of 2LTSP is larger than 1300 s. Regarding the
communication costs of the evaluated algorithms, FTSP, PulseSync
and 2LTSP ﬂood one packet to the entire network in a synchronization process, while RSP ﬂoods two packets. Thus, the communication costs of both FTSP and PulseSync are larger than 36 packets/
hour; the communication cost of RSP is larger than 24 packets/
hour; and the communication cost of 2LTSP is less than 3 packets/hour. Therefore, the communication costs of both FTSP and
PulseSync are at least 12 times than that of 2LTSP; and the communication cost of RSP is at least 8 times than that of 2LTSP.
6.2. Accuracy comparison in a two-hop network
The purpose of the second experiment is to compare synchronization accuracy in a two-hop network. The network in this
experiment consists of three nodes. In this experiment, we observe
28 two-hop synchronization processes in which network radius R

Fig. 6.1. Impact of synchronization period on accuracy.

Table 6.3
Means and 90% conﬁdence intervals of average absolute errors in microseconds for
experiment 2.
Algorithm

Mean of average
absolute errors

90% Conﬁdence interval of average
absolute errors

2LTSP
FTSP
RSP
PulseSync

1.86
116.10
207.93
25.87

[1.85, 1.88]
[106.54, 125.66]
[186.87, 228.99]
[24.12, 27.63]

Fig. 6.2. The impact of network radius on accuracy.

always takes value of 2 hops. Again, the time synchronization
algorithms used in the comparison are 2LTSP, FTSP, RSP and PulseSync. The synchronization period T is always assigned a value of
700 s. We repeated this experiment 121 times. The mean and
90% conﬁdence interval of average absolute errors in microsecond
for each algorithm are drawn in Table 6.3.
The ﬁrst column and the second column of the ‘2LTSP’ row are
EðX 1;1 Þ and IðX 1;1 Þ respectively, and the other rows have similar
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Table 6.4
90% Conﬁdence intervals of average absolute errors for experiment 3.
R
algorithm

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

2LTSP
PulseSync

[1.85, 1.88]
[24.26, 26.29]

[1.84, 1.87]
[25.98, 28.54]

[1.84, 1.87]
[26.06, 28.30]

[1.85, 1.88]
[25.33, 27.41]

[1.87, 1.89]
[25.66, 27.55]

[1.87, 1.90]
[24.98, 27.02]

[1.88, 1.90]
[26.09, 28.66]

meaning. From Fig. 6.1 and Table 6.3, we can observe that the errors of FTSP and RSP in a one-hop network are much larger than
their errors in a two-hop network. Therefore, they have very strong
spatial accumulative effect as the size of the network increases.
Furthermore, they are not suitable for large-scale networks.
6.3. Impact of network radius on accuracy
The purpose of experiment 3 is to analyze the impact of changing the network radius on the synchronization accuracy. In this
experiment, we observe 14 multi-hop synchronization processes
in which synchronization period T always takes value of 700 s.
The evaluated time synchronization algorithms are 2LTSP and
PulseSync, and the network radius R takes values of 10, 20, 30,
40, 50, 60 and 70 hops. We repeated this experiment 121 times.
The 90% conﬁdence intervals of average absolute errors in microsecond for each algorithm are drawn in Table 6.4.
The rows in Table 6.4 have the same meaning as the corresponding rows in Table 6.2. We draw means of average absolute
errors in microsecond for each algorithm in Fig. 6.2. The curves
in Fig. 6.2 have the same meaning as the corresponding curves in
Fig. 6.1.
From Fig. 6.2 we can conclude that synchronization error of
both 2LTSP and PulseSync does not have spatial accumulative effect. From Fig. 6.2 we can also conclude that the accuracy of 2LTSP
is at least 13 times higher than that of PulseSync. This is because
2LTSP approximates the global clock using a quadratic Taylor
expansion rather than a linear polynomial as PulseSync does.
7. 2LSTP implementation on arduino sensor nodes
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of executing the proposed algorithm on real sensor nodes, we built a prototype of 2LTSP
in the Arduino1 WSN platform. The main goal of the implementation
was to show that current WSN hardware, although limited in resources (as memory and processing), is able to execute all the steps
required for 2LSTP operation, including the following tasks, without
preventing the packet correct transmission: catch an interrupt, read
the hardware clock and update the packet under transmission in
time.
We implemented a WSN composed of two sensor nodes with a
logical topology as shown in Fig. 4.1. Each node in the network is
equipped with a temperature sensing unit, an Arduino Uno microcontroller, a XBee module and a lithium battery as energy source.
The XBee Module is an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio transceiver.
We implemented a synchronization packet as shown in Fig. 4.1
and the steps required to a sender node transfers the synchronization packet to a receiver node (refer to Section 2.1), obtaining the
three pairs of time stamps needed for 2LTSP operation. For any given synchronization packet, the ﬁrst node that sends it is called its
originator, while the other nodes that send it are called its forwarders. A different code image was developed for the originator node
and the forwarder node. Each image was then deployed in one of
the implemented nodes and then we run the 2LTSP synchroniza1

http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardUno/.

Table A.1
Variables and constants used in this appendix.
Variable/
constant

Description

Di ðh; tÞ

a0

Di ðh; tÞ ¼ C i ðt þ hÞ  2C i ðtÞ þ C i ðt  hÞ is the second-order
difference of C i ðtÞ with step length h
T 0;5  T 0;4 ¼ C 00 ða0 Þðt0;5  t0;4 Þ, where a0 2 ðt0;4 ; t0;5 Þ

b0

T 0;5  2T 0;4 þ T 0;3 ¼ C 000 ðb0 Þðt0;5  t 0;4 Þ2 , where b0 2 ðt0;3 ; t0;5 Þ

fi ðtÞ
~fi ðtÞ

C 0 ðtÞ ¼ C 0 ðti;1 Þ þ C 00 ðfi ðtÞÞðt  t i;1 Þ, where fi ðtÞ 2 ðt i;1 ; tÞ
C 0 ðtÞ ¼ C 0 ðti;4 Þ þ C 00 ð~fi ðtÞÞðt  t i;4 Þ, where ~fi ðtÞ 2 ðt i;4 ; tÞ

ni ðtÞ

C 0 ðtÞ ¼ C 0 ðti;1 Þ þ C 00 ðt i;1 Þðt  ti;1 Þ þ 12 C 000 ðni ðtÞÞðt  ti;1 Þ2 , where
ni ðtÞ 2 ðti;1 ; tÞ

gi ðtÞ

C i ðtÞ  C i ðti;1 Þ ¼ C 0i ðgi ðtÞÞðt  t i;1 Þ, where gi ðtÞ is between ti,1
and t
~ i ðtÞÞðt  t i;4 Þ, where g
~ i ðtÞ is between ti,4
C i ðtÞ  C i ðti;4 Þ ¼ C 0i ðg
and t

g~ i ðtÞ

tion process. From the 32,256 bytes of total available memory in
the WSN nodes, the image binary size for the originator node was
3,538 bytes, while the image size for the forwarder node was
6,808 bytes. After performing a set of 30 rounds of execution of
the 2LTSP synchronization process in the real nodes, we observed
that the correct packet transmission was not compromised. The
implemented code for the Arduino platform is available at http://
labnet.nce.ufrj.br/cia2/2LTSP.
8. Conclusion
This paper proposed a time synchronization algorithm, named
2LTSP, for wireless sensor networks. Theoretical analysis shows
that 2LTSP is a non-accumulative time synchronization algorithm
and it approximates the global clock using a quadratic Taylor
expansion rather than a linear polynomial, as most existing
schemes do. Therefore, 2LTSP has no spatial accumulative effect
as the size of the network increases and is highly accurate. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that when synchronization period is not larger than the time needed for the
environmental temperature to change 1 °C, the error of 2LTSP is
within 9 ms no matter how large the size of the network is. Because the change of the environmental temperature is usually
slow, 2LTSP is suitable for both large-scale networks and long-term
running networks. A prototype of 2LTSP was implemented in the
Arduino WSN platform in order to demonstrate the feasibility of
its execution in real, resource constrained sensor nodes.
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C i ðtÞ  C i ðti;1 Þ ¼ C 0i ðgi ðtÞÞðt  ti;1 Þ;

Appendix A
The purpose of this appendix is to prove Lemma 5.1. Table A.1
summarizes the variables and constants used in the appendix.
To our convenience, we ﬁrst give the following lemmas A.1, A.2,
A.3, A.4, and A.5.
Lemma A.1. The following results are true:
(1) For each 0 < i 6 n, t i;2  t i;1 ¼ t i;1  t i;0 .
(2) For each 0 6 i 6 n, t i;5  t i;4 ¼ t i;4  t i;3 .
(3)
For
each
0 < i 6 n,
t i1;5  ti1;4 ¼ t i;2  t i;1
and
t i1;4  ti1;3 ¼ t i;1  t i;0 .
(4) For each 0 < i 6 n, t i1;3 ¼ ti;0 ; ti1;4 ¼ t i;1 and t i1;5 ¼ ti;2 .
(5) For each 0 < i 6 n, t i;4  t i;3 ¼ t i;2  t i;1 .
Proof. For each 0 < i 6 n, as both ti;2  t i;1 and ti;1  ti;0 are the physical time needed for node i to receive 12 bytes, so t i;2  t i;1 ¼ t i;1  ti;0
follows from [2]. For each 0 6 i 6 n, since both t i;5  ti;4 and t i;4  ti;3
are the physical time needed for node i to send 12 bytes,
t i;5  ti;4 ¼ ti;4  t i;3 follows from [2]. For each 0 < i 6 n, because node
i  1 has just sent the SFD and the ﬁrst ﬂag at physical times ti1;3
and t i1;4 respectively, and node i has just received the SFD and the
ﬁrst ﬂag from node i  1 at physical times t i;0 and t i;1 respectively,
t i1;4  ti1;3 ¼ t i;1  t i;0 . In the same way, we can prove that
t i1;5  ti1;4 ¼ t i;2  t i;1 . For each 0 < i 6 n, since node i  1 has just
sent the SFD at physical time t i1;3 , and node i has just received
the SFD from node i  1 at physical time ti;0 , t i1;3  ti;0 is less than
one microsecond by the result in [2]. Because the resolution of the
hardware clock is not greater than one microsecond in the WSN,
t i1;3 ¼ ti;0 . Similarly, we can prove that ti1;4 ¼ t i;1 and ti1;5 ¼ t i;2 .
For each 0 < i 6 n, since ti;4  t i;3 is the physical time needed for node
i to send 12 bytes, and t i;2  t i;1 is the physical time needed for node i
to receive 12 bytes, t i;4  ti;3 ¼ ti;2  ti;1 follows from [2]. Hence we
have proved this lemma. h
Lemma A.2. For any 0 6 i 6 n, there exists t  h < n < t þ h such
2
that Di ðh; tÞ ¼ C 0i ðnÞh .
Proof. By the Taylor’s formula, there exist t < n1 < t þ h and
t  h < n2 < t such that

(6) For any 1 6 i 6 n, there exists ~fi ðtÞ 2 ðt i;4 ; tÞ such that

C 0 ðtÞ ¼ C 0 ðt i;4 Þ þ C 00 ð~fi ðtÞÞðt  ti;4 Þ;
~ i ðtÞ between ti,4 and t such that
(7) For any 1 6 i 6 n, there exists g

~ i ðtÞÞðt  ti;4 Þ:
C i ðtÞ  C i ðti;4 Þ ¼ C 0i ðg
Proof. From the deﬁnitions of T 0;v and t0;v , we know that
T 0;v ¼ C 0 ðt 0;v Þðv ¼ 4; 5Þ. By Lagrange’s mean value theorem, there
exists a0 2 ðt0;4 ; t0;5 Þ such that

C 0 ðt0;5 Þ  C 0 ðt0;4 Þ ¼ C 00 ða0 Þðt 0;5  t 0;4 Þ:
Hence we have proved conclusion (1). From Lemma A.1, we know
that t 0;5  t 0;4 ¼ t0;4  t 0;3 . Hence it is very easy to check the following equation:

C 0 ðt0;5 Þ  2C 0 ðt 0;4 Þ þ C 0 ðt 0;3 Þ ¼ D0 ðt 0;5  t 0;4 ; t 0;4 Þ:
From Lemma A.2, we know that there exists t 0;3 < b0 < t 0;5 such that

D0 ðt0;5  t 0;4 ; t 0;4 Þ ¼ C 000 ðb0 Þðt0;5  t 0;4 Þ2 :
From the deﬁnitions of T 0;v and t 0;v , we know that
T 0;v ¼ C 0 ðt 0;v Þðv ¼ 3; 4; 5Þ. Hence we have proved conclusion (2).
For any 1 6 i 6 n, by Taylor’s formula, there exists fi ðtÞ 2 ðti;1 ; tÞ such
that

C 0 ðtÞ ¼ C 0 ðt i;1 Þ þ C 00 ðfi ðtÞÞðt  ti;1 Þ:
Hence we have proved conclusion (3). For any 1 6 i 6 n, by Taylor’s
formula, there exists ni ðtÞ 2 ðt i;1 ; tÞ such that

1
C 0 ðtÞ ¼ C 0 ðt i;1 Þ þ C 00 ðt i;1 Þðt  ti;1 Þ þ C 000 ðni ðtÞÞðt  ti;1 Þ2 :
2
Hence we have proved conclusion (4). For any 1 6 i 6 n, by Lagrange’s mean value theorem, there exists gi ðtÞ between ti,1 and t
such that

C i ðtÞ  C i ðti;1 Þ ¼ C 0i ðgi ðtÞÞðt  ti;1 Þ:
Hence we have proved conclusion (5). Conclusion (6) can be proved
similarly as conclusions (3) and (7) can be proved similarly as conclusion (5). Hence we have proved this lemma. h
6

Lemma A.4. For any 0 6 i 6 n, jC 0i ðt1 Þ  C 0i ðt 2 Þj 6 410
; 8t 1 ; t 2 P 0:
D

1
2
C i ðt þ hÞ ¼ C i ðtÞ þ
þ C 00i ðn1 Þh and C i ðt  hÞ
2
1
2
¼ C i ðtÞ  C 0i ðtÞh þ C 00i ðn2 Þh :
2
C 0i ðtÞh

2

Thus Di ðh; tÞ ¼ C i ðt þ hÞ  2C i ðtÞ þ C i ðt  hÞ ¼ 12 ðC 00i ðn1 Þ þ C 00i ðn2 ÞÞh .
By the intermediate value theorem for continuous function, we
know that there exists n2 6 n 6 n1 such that C 00k ðnÞ ¼ 12 ðC 00k ðn1 Þþ
2
C 00k ðn2 ÞÞ. Therefore Di ðh; tÞ ¼ C 00i ðnÞh . Hence we have proved this
lemma. h

Proof. Suppose that t 1 P 0 and t 2 P 0 are two physical times. For
every 0 6 i 6 n, by the hypothesis (6) in Section 5, there exists t 3
such that C 0i ðt 3 Þ ¼ EðC 0i ðtÞÞ and jt3  t1 j 6 x. From the hypothesis
(1) in Section 5, we know that x < D. Therefore jt 1  t 3 j < D. By
the hypothesis (5) in Section 5,

jC 0i ðt1 Þ  EðC 0i ðtÞÞj ¼ jC 0i ðt 1 Þ  C 0i ðt3 Þj 6

jt1  t 3 j
x  106
 106 6
:
5D
5D
6

Lemma A.3. The following conclusions hold:(1) There exists
a0 2 ðt0;4 ; t0;5 Þ such that T 0;5  T 0;4 ¼ C 00 ða0 Þðt0;5  t0;4 Þ;(2) There
exists
b0 2 ðt0;3 ; t0;5 Þ
such
that
T 0;5  2T 0;4 þ T 0;3 ¼
C 000 ðb0 Þðt0;5  t 0;4 Þ2 ;(3) For any 1 6 i 6 n, there exists fi ðtÞ 2 ðti;1 ; tÞ
such that

C 0 ðtÞ ¼ C 0 ðt i;1 Þ þ C 00 ðfi ðtÞÞðt  ti;1 Þ;

Since x 6 10, jC 0i ðt 1 Þ  EðC 0i ðtÞÞj 6 210
.
D
6
EðC 0i ðtÞÞj 6 210
. Thus
D

Similarly,

jC 0i ðt 2 Þ

jC 0i ðt1 Þ  C 0i ðt 2 Þj 6 jC 0i ðt 1 Þ  EðC 0i ðtÞÞj þ jC 0i ðt 2 Þ  EðC 0i ðtÞÞj 6

4  106
:
D

Hereto we have proved this lemma. h

Lemma A.5. For any 0 6 i 6 n, jL_ i  C 0 ðt i;4 Þj 6 8:1 Ds  106 þ 13 us2 .

(4) For any 1 6 i 6 n, there exists ni ðtÞ 2 ðti;1 ; tÞ such that

1
C 0 ðtÞ ¼ C 0 ðt i;1 Þ þ C 00 ðt i;1 Þðt  ti;1 Þ þ C 000 ðni ðtÞÞðt  t i;1 Þ2 ;
2
(5) For any 1 6 i 6 n, there exists gi ðtÞ between ti,1 and t such that

Proof. By the deﬁnitions of L_ 0 ; T 0;4 and t0;4 , we know that L_ 0 ¼ T 0;4
and T 0;4 ¼ C 0 ðt0;4 Þ. Hence, when i is zero, this lemma is valid. Now
we assume that i > 0. By the conclusion (4) in Lemma A.3, there
exists ni ðt i;4 Þ 2 ðti;1 ; t i;4 Þ such that
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1
C 0 ðti;4 Þ ¼ C 0 ðt i;1 Þ þ C 00 ðti;1 Þðti;4  t i;1 Þ þ C 000 ðni ðt i;4 ÞÞðt i;4  ti;1 Þ2 :
2

We ﬁrst prove the following inequality:

From the conclusion (4) in Lemma A.1, we know that
ti;1 ¼ ti1;4 . Therefore,

C 0 ðti;4 Þ ¼ C 0 ðt i1;4 Þ þ C 00 ðt i;1 Þðt i;4  ti;1 Þ
1
þ C 000 ðni ðt i;4 ÞÞðt i;4  ti;1 Þ2 :
2

ðA:1Þ



From the conclusion (4) in Lemma A.1, we know that t j;1 ¼ t j1;4 .
Therefore,
i
i
X
X
ðt j;4  t j;1 Þ ¼
ðt j;4  tj1;4 Þ ¼ ti;4  t 0;4 :
j¼1

From the deﬁnitions of T i;v and ti;v , we know that
T i;v ¼ C i ðt i;v Þðv ¼ 0; 1; 2; 4Þ. Hence from Eq. (4.2.1), we know that

L_ i ¼ L_ i1 þ



!

X
i
C 0j ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞ 0
8
s


0
ðt
C
ð
a
Þ

C
ðt
Þ

t
Þ
  106 :

0
j;4
j;1  6
0
0
0 j;1
 1q D
 j¼1 C j ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞ

T 0;5  T 0;4
1
 ½C i ðt i;4 Þ  C i ðt i;1 Þ þ
2
C i ðt i;2 Þ  C i ðti;1 Þ

ðA:3Þ

j¼1

Let a ¼ minfC 00 ðt j;1 Þjj ¼ 1  ig and b ¼ maxfC 00 ðt j;1 Þjj ¼ 1  ig. From
P
1
Eq. (A.3), we can see that a 6 t t
 ij¼1 C 00 ðt j;1 Þðt j;4  t j;1 Þ 6 b.
0;4
i;4
Hence, by the intermediate value theorem for continuous function,
we know that there exists ki such that
i
X
1
C 0 ðtj;1 Þðtj;4  t j;1 Þ ¼ C 00 ðki Þ:
ti;4  t 0;4 j¼1 0

T 0;5  2T 0;4 þ T 0;3
 ½C i ðti;4 Þ  C i ðt i;1 Þ2 :
½C i ðt i;2 Þ  C i ðti;1 Þ  ½C i ðt i;1 Þ  C i ðt i;0 Þ

ðA:4Þ

From Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4), we know that
By the conclusions (1) and (2) in Lemma A.3, there exist
a0 2 ðt0;4 ; t0;5 Þ and b0 2 ðt0;3 ; t0;5 Þ such that T 0;5  T 0;4 ¼ C 00 ða0 Þ
ðt 0;5  t0;4 Þ and T 0;5  2T 0;4 þ T 0;3 ¼ C 000 ðb0 Þðt 0;5  t0;4 Þ2 . Thus,

L_ i ¼ L_ i1 þ

C 00 ð 0 Þðt 0;5

a

 t0;4 Þ
1
 ½C i ðt i;4 Þ  C i ðt i;1 Þ þ
C i ðt i;2 Þ  C i ðt i;1 Þ
2

g

 ti;0 Þ

Since we have proved that L_ 0 ¼ C 0 ðt0;4 Þ, from the above recursive
equation we can easily prove that

j¼1

þ

!

:

j¼1


i
X
 1 ðt j;4  tj;1 Þ þ
½C 00 ða0 Þ
j¼1

j



j

j;2

j¼1

i
X

C 00 ðtj;1 Þðt j;4  tj;1 Þ

j¼1

¼ C 00 ða0 Þ

i  0
X
C ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ
j
C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞ

j¼1

¼ C 00 ða0 Þ


 1 ðt j;4  tj;1 Þ þ ½C 00 ða0 Þ  C 00 ðki Þðti;4  t 0;4 Þ

i
X
C 0 ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞC 0 ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞ
j

j

C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞ

ðtj;4  t j;1 Þ þ ½C 00 ða0 Þ  C 00 ðki Þðt i;4  t0;4 Þ

From the hypothesis (2) in Section 5, we can easily prove that
jC 00 ða0 Þj 6 1 þ q and jC 0j ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞj P 1  q. Thus, from Eq. (A.5) we
know that


 


X
i
C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ 0


0
ðt
C
ð
a
Þ

C
ðt
Þ

t
Þ


0
0
j;1
j;4
j;1
0

 j¼1 C j ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞ 0
q
6 1þ
1q

i
X
jC 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ  C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞjðt j;4  tj;1 Þ þ jC 00 ða0 Þ  C 00 ðki Þ
j¼1

jðt i;4  t0;4 Þ:
ðA:6Þ
From Lemma A.4, Eq. (A.3) and inequality (A.6) we know that

a  C 00 ðtj;1 Þ ðtj;4  tj;1 Þ


 


X
i
C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ 0


0
ðt
C
ð
a
Þ

C
ðt
Þ

t
Þ


0
0
j;1
j;4
j;1
0
0

 j¼1 C j ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞ

i
C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ2
1X
C 00 ðb Þ  C 000 ðnj ðtj;4 ÞÞ
0
2 j¼1 C j ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ 0 0
!2

 ðtj;4  t j;1

j

C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞ

ðA:5Þ

From the above equation and Eq. (A.1), we can obtain the following
recursive equation:
 0

C ðg ðt i;4 ÞÞ 0
C 0 ða0 Þ  C 00 ðti;1 Þ ðti;4  ti;1 Þ
L_ i  C 0 ðti;4 Þ ¼ ½L_ i1  C 0 ðti1;4 Þ þ i0 i
C i ðgi ðt i;2 ÞÞ
!
0
1
C i ðgi ðti;4 ÞÞ2
00
00
C ðb Þ  C 0 ðni ðti;4 ÞÞ ðti;4  ti;1 Þ2
þ
2 C 0i ðgi ðti;2 ÞÞC 0i ðgi ðti;0 ÞÞ 0 0

g
g

i  0
X
C ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ

j¼1

C 0i ðgi ðt i;4 ÞÞ2
C 00 ðb0 Þðt i;4  ti;1 Þ2 :
 0
C i ðgi ðt i;2 ÞÞC 0i ðgi ðti;0 ÞÞ 0

i
X



 1 C 00 ða0 Þ þ C 00 ða0 Þ  C 00 ðt j;1 Þ ðtj;4  t j;1 Þ

C 00 ðt j;1 Þðt j;4  tj;1 Þ

i  0
i
X
X
C j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ
0
ðt

1

t
Þ
þ
C
ð
a
Þ
ðt j;4  tj;1 Þ
¼ C 00 ða0 Þ
0
0
j;4
j;1
0
C ðg ðt ÞÞ

C 0i ðgi ðt i;4 ÞÞ2 ðti;4  t i;1 Þ2 :

C 0 ðg ðti;4 ÞÞ 0
1
L_ i ¼ L_ i1 þ i0 i
C ða0 Þðt i;4  t i;1 Þ þ
2
C i ðgi ðti;2 ÞÞ 0

L_ i  C 0 ðti;4 Þ ¼

j
C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞ

j¼1

By the conclusion (1) of Lemma A.1, t i;2  ti;1 ¼ t i;1  t i;0 . From Lemma A.1, t i;2  t i;1 ¼ t 0;5  t0;4 can be easily proved. Hence we have
prove that

C 0j ð j ðtj;4 ÞÞ 0
C ð 0Þ
C 0j ð j ðtj;2 ÞÞ 0


C 00 ða0 Þ  C 00 ðt j;1 Þ ðt j;4  tj;1 Þ

i  0
X
C ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ

¼ C 00 ða0 Þ

C 0 ða0 Þðt 0;5  t 0;4 Þ 0
1
L_ i ¼ L_ i1 þ 0 0
C ðg ðti;4 ÞÞðt i;4  t i;1 Þ þ
2
C i ðgi ðti;2 ÞÞðti;2  t i;1 Þ i i

g

j
C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞ

j¼1

By the conclusion (5) in Lemma A.3, there exist gi ðt i;0 Þ 2 ðt i;0 ; t i;1 Þ,
gi ðti;2 Þ 2 ðti;1 ; ti;2 Þ
and
gi ðti;4 Þ 2 ðti;1 ; ti;4 Þ
such
that
C i ðt i;v Þ  C i ðt i;1 Þ ¼ C 0i ðgi ðt i;v ÞÞðt i;v  ti;1 Þðv ¼ 0; 2; 4Þ. Therefore,

C 000 ðb0 Þðt 0;5  t0;4 Þ2
0
C i ð i ðt i;2 ÞÞC 0i ð i ðti;0 ÞÞðt i;2  t i;1 Þðt i;1

j¼1

¼

C 000 ðb0 Þðt 0;5  t0;4 Þ2

 ½C i ðti;4 Þ  C i ðt i;1 Þ2 :
½C i ðt i;2 Þ  C i ðti;1 Þ  ½C i ðt i;1 Þ  C i ðt i;0 Þ



i  0
X
C ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ

q
6 1þ
1q

ðA:2Þ

i 
X

4
D


 106  ðtj;4  t j;1 Þ þ D4  106  ðt i;4  t 0;4 Þ ¼

j¼1
2
1q

 D4  106  ðt i;4  t0;4 Þ 6 18 q  Ds  106

ðA:7Þ
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Next, we prove the following inequality:

From Eq. (A.9) and inequality (A.11), we know that





 X
i 
C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ2
1
2
00
00
ðt
C
ðb
Þ

C
ðn
ðt
ÞÞ

t
Þ
2
0
0
j;4
j;1 
0
0
0 j j;4
C
ð
g
ðt
ÞÞC
ð
g
ðt
ÞÞ
j;2
j;0
j
j

 j¼1 j
j


i
X C 0 ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞ2

6 12 jC 000 ðb0 Þj C 0 ðg ðtj ÞÞC
 1ðtj;4  t j;1 Þ2
0
ðg ðt ÞÞ



!

1 X
i
C 0j ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞ2

2
00
0
C
ðb
Þ

C
ðn
ðt
ÞÞ

t
Þ
ðt

j;4
j;1 
0
0
0
0
0 j j;4

2 j¼1 C j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞC j ðgj ðt j;0 ÞÞ
1 þ q s 6
10 þ 0:31us2 :
ð1  qÞ2 D

6 2:48h

j¼1

ðt j;4 t j;1 Þ

2

 t j;1 Þ 6 b. Hence, by the intermediate value theorem for continuous function, we know that there exists
li 2 ½t0;4 ; ti;4  such that

1
i
X
ðtj;4  t j;1 Þ2

i
X
C 000 ðnj ðtj;4 ÞÞðtj;4  t j;1 Þ2 ¼ C 000 ðli Þ:
j¼1

j¼1

¼ 12

C 0j ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞ2
C 0j ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðt j;0 ÞÞ

i 
X
j¼1

ðtj;4  t j;1 Þ



 1 C 000 ðb0 Þ þ C 000 ðb0 Þ  C 000 ðnj ðt j;4 ÞÞ

C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ2
C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ


 1 ðt j;4  t j;1 Þ2

j¼1

1þq
6 12 jC 000 ðb0 Þj ð1
qÞ2

8106
D

i
X
ðtj;4  t j;1 Þ2
j¼1

þ 12 jC 000 ðb0 Þ  C 000 ðli Þj 

i
X
ðt j;4  t j;1 Þ2 :

By Lagrange’s mean value theorem, there exists
and li such that

m between b0
ðA:13Þ

C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ2
C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ

ðA:14Þ





 X
i 
C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ2
1
2
00
00
C ðb Þ  C 0 ðnj ðt j;4 Þ Þðt j;4  tj;1 Þ 
2
0
0

 j¼1 Cj ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞC j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ 0 0

j¼1
i 
X
j¼1

ðA:12Þ

j¼1

From the hypothesis (3) in Section 5, inequalities (A.12) and
(A.14), we know that

i
i
X
X
C 000 ðb0 Þðt j;4  t j;1 Þ2  12
C 000 ðnj ðtj;4 ÞÞðtj;4  t j;1 Þ2

¼ 12 C 000 ðb0 Þ

i
X
ðt j;4  t j;1 Þ2

jC 000 ðb0 Þ  C 000 ðli Þj 6 u  ðti;4  t 0;3 Þ:

i 
X
j¼1

j;0

Since b0 2 ðt 0;3 ; t0;5 Þ and li 2 ½t 0;4 ; ti;4 , from the deﬁnition of
ti;4 ðt ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ and the conclusion (4) in Lemma A.1 we know
that they are both in ½t0;3 ; t i;4 . Therefore from Eq. (A.13) and the
hypothesis (4) in Section 5, we know that

2

¼ 12 C 000 ðb0 Þ
þ 12


C 000 ðb0 Þ  C 000 ðnj ðt j;4 ÞÞ ðt j;4  t j;1 Þ2

C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ2
C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðt j;0 ÞÞ

j

C 000 ðb0 Þ  C 000 ðli Þ ¼ C 000
0 ðmÞðli  b0 Þ:

From Eq. (A.8), we know that
i 
X

j

j¼1

ðA:8Þ

j¼1

1
2

j;2

j

þ 12 jC 000 ðb0 Þ  C 000 ðli Þj 

Let a ¼ minfC 000 ðnj ðtj;4 ÞÞjj ¼ 1  ig and b ¼ maxfC 000 ðnj ðt j;4 ÞÞjj ¼
Pi
1  ig.
We
can
easily
see
that
a 6 Pi 1
j¼1
2
C 000 ðnj ðtj;4 ÞÞðt j;4

j

j¼1


 1 ðt j;4  t j;1 Þ2

1þq
6 12 h ð1
qÞ2

8106
D

i
X

ðt j;4  tj;1 Þ2 þ 12 u  ðt i;4  t0;3 Þ 

j¼1

i
X
ðt j;4  tj;1 Þ2
j¼1

i
i
X
X
þ 12 C 000 ðb0 Þ ðt j;4  t j;1 Þ2  12
C 000 ðnj ðtj;4 ÞÞðtj;4  t j;1 Þ2
j¼1

¼ 12 C 000 ðb0 Þ

j¼1

i 
X
j¼1

ðA:15Þ

C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ2
C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ


 1 ðt j;4  t j;1 Þ2

By the conclusion in [2], tj;4  tj;1 6 0:62 s; 81 6 j 6 i. Therefore,
from Eq. (A.3) we know that
i
X
ðt j;4  t j;1 Þ2 < 0:62ðt i;4  t0;4 Þ

i
X
þ 12 ½C 000 ðb0 Þ  C 000 ðli Þ ðtj;4  t j;1 Þ2

ðA:16Þ

j¼1

j¼1

ðA:9Þ
From the hypothesis (2) in Section 5, we can easily prove that

1  q 6 jC 0j ðgj ðtj;v ÞÞj 6 1 þ q ðv ¼ 0; 2; 4Þ:
Thus, it is clear that


  0

 C0j ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞ2
 C j ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞ2 C0j ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ
 0




1
¼
Cj ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ
 

C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðt j;0 ÞÞ
 0

0
0
0
0
0
C ðg ðtj;4 ÞÞ½C j ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞC j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞþ½C j ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞC j ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞCj ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ

¼  j j

C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðt j;0 ÞÞ

1þq
6 0:31h ð1
qÞ 2

ðt i;4  t 0;4 Þ þ 0:31uðt i;4  t 0;3 Þðt i;4  t 0;4 Þ

ðA:17Þ

From Eq. (A.2), inequalities (A.7) and (A.17) we know that

ðA:10Þ
From Lemma A.4 and inequality (A.10), we know that







C 0j ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞ2
1þq
4
4


6
6

1
6

10
þ

10

 0
 ð1  qÞ2 D
C j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞC 0j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ
D
1 þ q 8 6
10 :
ð1  qÞ2 D

8106
D

1þq s
6 2:48h ð1
106 þ 0:31us2 :
qÞ2 D

1þq
6 ð1
ðjC 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ  C 0j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞj þ jC 0j ðgj ðtj;4 ÞÞ  C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞjÞ
qÞ2

6

Since t i;4  t 0;4 < ti;4  t0;3 6 s, from inequalities (A.15) and
(A.16) we know that




 X
i 
C 0j ðgj ðt j;4 ÞÞ2
1
2
00
00
C
ðb
Þ

C
ðn
ðt
ÞÞ

t
Þ
ðt

2
0
0
j;4
j;4
j;1
j
0

 j¼1 C j ðgj ðtj;2 ÞÞC j ðgj ðtj;0 ÞÞ 0 0

jL_ i  C 0 ðt i;4 Þj 6

8
s
1 þ q s 6
  106 þ 2:48h
10 þ 0:31us2 :
1q D
ð1  qÞ2 D

From the above inequality and Table 1, we can easily check that

ðA:11Þ

jL_ i  C 0 ðt i;4 Þj 6 8:1 

s
D

1
 106 þ us2 :
3
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Hence, we have proved this lemma. h

From Lemma A.4 and inequality (A.20), we know that

Considering the above preparations, now we can prove the key
result of this appendix.

 0

 C i ðg
 1þq 4
~ i ðtÞÞ 0
4
0 ~
6
6


C 0 ðg ðt ÞÞ C 0 ða0 Þ  C 0 ðfi ðtÞÞ 6 1  q  D  10 þ D  10
i i;2
i

6
Lemma 5.1. For any 1 6 i 6 n, jLi ðtÞ  C 0 ðtÞj 6 8:1  sþT
D  10 þ
1
2
3 us when t 2 ½t i;4 ; t i;4 þ TÞ

Proof. By the deﬁnitions of L_ i and ti;4 , they are respectively
the node i’s logical time and the physical time when node i
has just sent the ﬁrst ﬂag. Therefore L_ i ¼ Li ðt i;4 Þ. Furthermore,
from the hypothesis (1) in Section 5 and Lemma A.5 we know
that

s
1
jLi ðt i;4 Þ  C 0 ðti;4 Þj ¼ jL_ i  C 0 ðt i;4 Þj 6 8:1   106 þ us2
3
D
T
1 2
6
< 8:1   10 þ us :
3
D

From the above inequality, Eq. (A.18) and Lemma A.5, we can
obtain the following inequality:

~ i ðtÞÞ 0
C 0i ðg
C ða0 Þ  C 00 ð~fi ðtÞÞjðt  t i;4 Þ
C 0i ðgi ðt i;2 ÞÞ 0
s
1
8
T
  106 :
6 8:1   106 þ us2 þ
3
1q D
D

jLi ðtÞ  C 0 ðtÞj 6 jL_ i  C 0 ðt i;4 Þj þ j

½jLi ðtÞ  C 0 ðtÞj 6 8:1 

sþT
D

1
 106 þ us2
3

Hence we have proved this lemma. h

ðA:18Þ

From the deﬁnitions of T i;v and ti;v , we know that
T i;v ¼ C i ðt i;v Þðv ¼ 1; 2; 4Þ. Hence from Eq. (4.2.2), we know that

Li ðtÞ ¼ L_ i þ

8
1
  106 :
1q D

From the above inequality, the hypothesis (1) in Section 5 and
Table 1, we can easily check that

Thus, the lemma holds when t ¼ t i;4 . Below we assume that
t > ti;4 . By the conclusion (6) in Lemma A.3, there exists
~fi ðtÞ 2 ðti;4 ; tÞ such that

C 0 ðtÞ ¼ C 0 ðt i;4 Þ þ C 00 ð~fi ðtÞÞðt  ti;4 Þ:

¼

Appendix B
The purpose of this appendix is to prove the lemmas 4.3.1, 4.3.2,
and 4.3.3 in Subsection 3 and Section 4.

T 0;5  T 0;4
 ½C i ðtÞ  C i ðti;4 Þ:
C i ðti;2 Þ  C i ðt i;1 Þ

T 0;5 T 0;4
T i;2 T i;1

By the conclusion (1) in Lemma A.3, there exists a0 2 ðt 0;4 ; t0;5 Þ
such that

Lemma 4.3.1. For any 0 < i 6 n,

T 0;5  T 0;4 ¼ C 00 ða0 Þðt 0;5  t0;4 Þ:

Proof. From the deﬁnition of the synchronization packet we know
that T i;2  T i;1 is the time needed for node i to receive 12 bytes.
Therefore T i;2  T i;1 is very short. Since T i;2  T i;1 is very short and

0

C ða0 Þðt 0;5 t 0;4 Þ
Thus Li ðtÞ ¼ L_ i þ C0i ðti;2
ÞC i ðt i;1 Þ  ½C i ðtÞ  C i ðt i;4 Þ. By the conclusions

(5) and (7) in Lemma A.3, there exist gi ðti;2 Þ 2 ðt i;1 ; t i;2 Þ and
g~ i ðtÞ 2 ðti;4 ; tÞ such that

C i ðt i;2 Þ  C i ðt i;1 Þ ¼
¼

C 0i ð i ðt i;2 ÞÞðt i;2  ti;1 Þ
C 0i ð ~ i ðtÞÞðt  t i;4 Þ

g
g

and C i ðtÞ  C i ðt i;4 Þ

0

C ða Þðt 0;5 t 0;4 Þ
~ i ðtÞÞ  ðt  ti;4 Þ. rom
Therefore Li ðtÞ ¼ L_ i þ C 0 ð0g ðt0 ÞÞðt
 C 0i ðg
i;2 t i;1 Þ
i i;2
i
Lemma A.1, we can easily prove that t i;2  t i;1 ¼ t 0;5  t0;4 . Hence
we have prove that

~ i ðtÞÞ 0
C 0 ðg
Li ðtÞ ¼ L_ i þ 0 i
C ða0 Þðt  t i;4 Þ
C i ðgi ðt i;2 ÞÞ 0

g0

i ðT i;1 þhÞg 0

i ðT i;1 Þ

h

¼ g 00 i ðT i;1 Þ;

T i;1 ¼ C i ðt i;1 Þ and T i;2 ¼ C i ðti;2 Þ,

g0

i ðT i;2 Þg 0

i ðT i;1 Þ

T i;2 T i;1
C 0 ðt i;2 ÞC 0 ðt i;1 Þ
T i;2 T i;1

¼

 g 00 i ðT i;1 Þ. Because
g0

i ðT i;2 Þg 0

i ðT i;1 Þ

T i;2 T i;1

. From

Lemma A.1, we can easily prove that t i;2  ti;1 ¼ t0;5  t0;4 . As the
time synchronization procedure (from the starting that the reference node sends a synchronization packet to the ending that all
nodes have received this packet) is very short, so t i;2  t0;3 is very
short. Thus on physical time interval ½t 0;3 ; t i;2  the change of the reference node’s hardware clock frequency is very small. By
Lagrange’s mean value theorem, there exist n0;2 2 ðt0;4 ; t0;5 Þ and
g0;i 2 ðti;1 ; ti;2 Þ such that C 0 ðti;2 Þ  C 0 ðti;1 Þ ¼ C 00 ðg0;i Þðti;2  ti;1 Þ and

C 0 ðt0;5 Þ  C 0 ðt 0;4 Þ  C 0 ðti;2 Þ  C 0 ðt i;1 Þ. As
have proved that

ðA:19Þ

From the hypothesis (2) in Section 5, we can easily prove that
jC 00 ða0 Þj 6 1 þ q and C 0j ðgj ðt j;2 ÞÞj P 1  q. Thus,


 0

 Ci ðg~ i ðtÞÞ 0
0
C 0 ðg ðti;2 ÞÞ C 0 ða0 Þ  C 0 ð~fi ðtÞÞ
i i
 0

 C ðg~ ðtÞÞ

¼ ðC 0 ðig ðti ÞÞ  1ÞC 00 ða0 Þ þ C 00 ða0 Þ  C 00 ð~fi ðtÞÞ
i;2
 0i i

C ðg~ ðtÞÞC 0 ðg ðt ÞÞ

¼  i i C 0 ðg ðti ÞÞi i;2 C 00 ða0 Þ þ C 00 ða0 Þ  C 00 ð~fi ðtÞÞ
i;2
i i
 0
 

C ðg~ ðtÞÞC0 ðg ðt ÞÞ

6  i i C 0 ðg ðti ÞÞi i;2 C 00 ða0 Þ þ C 00 ða0 Þ  C 00 ð~fi ðtÞÞ
i i i;2

 

 q 0 ~

6 1þ
jC i ðgi ðtÞÞ  C 0i ðgi ðti;2 ÞÞ þ C 00 ða0 Þ  C 00 ð~fi ðtÞÞ:
1q

h!0

C 0 ðt0;5 Þ  C 0 ðt 0;4 Þ ¼ C 00 ðn0;2 Þðt 0;5  t 0;4 Þ. Since we have proved that
ti;2  t i;1 ¼ t 0;5  t 0;4 and C 00 ðg0;i Þ  C 00 ðn0;2 Þ, it is very clear that

From the above equation and Eq. (A.18), we can obtain the
following equation:

Li ðtÞ  C 0 ðtÞ ¼ ½L_ i  C 0 ðt i;4 Þ
 0

~ i ðtÞÞ 0
C i ðg
0 ~
f
ðt  ti;4 Þ
C
ð
a
Þ

C
ð
ðtÞÞ
þ
0
0 i
C 0i ðgi ðti;2 ÞÞ 0

lim

 g 000 i ðT i;1 Þ.

ðA:20Þ

T 0;5 T 0;4
T i;2 T i;1



C 0 ðt i;2 ÞC 0 ðt i;1 Þ
T i;2 T i;1

Lemma 4.3.2. For any 0 < i 6 n,

T 0;5 T 0;4
T i;2 T i;1

¼

C 0 ðt 0;5 ÞC 0 ðt 0;4 Þ
,
T i;2 T i;1

 g 00 i ðT i;1 Þ.

T 0;5 2T 0;4 þT 0;3
ðT i;2 T i;1 ÞðT i;1 T i;0 Þ

so we

h

 g 000 i ðT i;1 Þ.

Proof. From the deﬁnition of the synchronization packet we know
that both T i;1  T i;0 and T i;2  T i;1 are the time needed for node i
to receive 12 bytes. Therefore T i;2  T i;1 is very short and
T i;1  T i;0  T i;2  T i;1 . Using L’Hospital’s Rule, it can be easily
proved

lim
h!0

g 0 i ðT i;1 þ hÞ  2g 0 i ðT i;1 Þ þ g 0 i ðT i;1  hÞ
2

h

¼ g 000 i ðT i;1 Þ:

ðA:21Þ

Since T i;2  T i;1 is very short and T i;1  T i;0  T i;2  T i;1 , the
following approximate equation holds:
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C 0 ðt i;2 Þ2C 0 ðt i;1 ÞþC 0 ðt i;0 Þ
ðT i;2 T i;1 ÞðT i;1 T i;0 Þ

¼


¼

g0

i ðC i ðt i;2 ÞÞ2g 0 i ðC i ðt i;1 ÞÞþg 0 i ðC i ðti;0 ÞÞ

References

ðT i;2 T i;1 ÞðT i;1 T i;0 Þ

g0

i ðT i;2 Þ2g 0 i ðT i;1 Þþg 0 i ðT i;0 Þ
ðT i;2 T i;1 ÞðT i;1 T i;0 Þ

g0

i ðT i;1 þðT i;2 T i;1 ÞÞ2g 0 i ðT i;1 Þþg 0 i ðT i;1 ðT i;2 T i;1 ÞÞ
ðT i;2 T i;1 Þ2

ðB:1Þ


g 000 i ðT i;1 Þ

From Lemma A.1, we know that t i;2  t i;1 ¼ ti;1  t i;0 . Hence it is
very
easy
to
check
the
following
equation:
C 0 ðt i;2 Þ  2C 0 ðti;1 Þ þ C 0 ðt i;0 Þ ¼ D0 ðti;2  ti;1 ; ti;1 Þ. From Lemma A.2,
we know that there exists ti;0 < n < t i;2 such that

D0 ðt i;2  ti;1 ; ti;1 Þ ¼ C 000 ðnÞðt i;2  ti;1 Þ2 :
In
the
same
way,
we
T 0;5  2T 0;4 þ T 0;3 ¼ D0 ðt 0;5  t0;4 ; t0;4 Þ
t 0;3 < g < t 0;5 such that

can
and

prove
there

that
exists

D0 ðt 0;5  t0;4 ; t0;4 Þ ¼ C 000 ðgÞðt 0;5  t0;4 Þ2 :
From Lemma A.1, ti;2  ti;1 ¼ t0;5  t 0;4 can be easily proved.
Therefore we have proved that there exist ti;0 < n < ti;2 and
t 0;3 < g < t 0;5 such that

(

C 0 ðt i;2 Þ  2C 0 ðti;1 Þ þ C 0 ðt i;0 Þ ¼ C 000 ðnÞðt 0;5  t0;4 Þ2
T 0;5  2T 0;4 þ T 0;3 ¼ C 000 ðgÞðt0;5  t 0;4 Þ2

:

ðB:2Þ

As the time synchronization procedure is very short, so
t i;2  t0;3 is very short. Hence on physical time interval ½t 0;3 ; ti;2 ,
the change of the reference node’s hardware clock drift variation
is very small. From this we know that C 000 ðnÞ  C 000 ðgÞ. Thus, from
approximate
Eqs.
(B.1)
and
(B.2),
we
know
that
T 0;5 2T 0;4 þT 0;3
ðT i;2 T i;1 ÞðT i;1 T i;0 Þ

 g 000 i ðT i;1 Þ. h

Lemma B.1. For any 0 6 i 6 n, L_ i  C 0 ðti;4 Þ.
Proof. We prove this lemma by using mathematical induction on
node numbers. From the deﬁnition of L_ 0 , we know that L_ 0 ¼ T 0;4 :
Since T 0;4 ¼ C 0 ðt0;4 Þ, L_ 0 ¼ C 0 ðt 0;4 Þ. Therefore the conclusion of this
lemma is true for node 0. Now suppose that the lemma is true
for nodes whose numbers are less than i. By the induction hypothesis, L_ i1  C 0 ðti1;4 Þ. From Lemma A.1, we know that
t i1;4 ¼ ti;1 : As T i;1 ¼ C i ðti;1 Þ,
so
L_ i1  C 0 ðt i1;4 Þ ¼ C 0 ðt i;1 Þ ¼ g 0 i ðC i ðti;1 ÞÞ ¼ g 0 i ðT i;1 Þ. Hence, from
Eq. (4.2.1), lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we know that

L_ i  g 0 i ðT i;1 Þ þ g 00 i ðT i;1 ÞðT i;4  T i;1 Þ
1
þ g 000 i ðT i;1 ÞðT i;4  T i;1 Þ2 :
2

ðB:3Þ

By the Taylor’s formula, there exists C0;i 2 ðT i;1 ; T i;4 Þ such that

g 0 i ðT i;4 Þ ¼ g 0 i ðT i;1 Þ þ g 00 i ðT i;1 ÞðT i;4  T i;1 Þ
1
þ g 000 i ðC0;i ÞðT i;4  T i;1 Þ2 :
2
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ðB:4Þ

Since C0;i  T i;1 is shorter than the time needed for node i to
forward a synchronization packet, C0;i  T i;1 is very short. Therefore
by the continuity of g 000 i ðxÞ, g 000 i ðC0;i Þ  g 000 i ðT i;1 Þ. Furthermore,
from approximate Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3), we know that L_ i  g 0 i ðT i;4 Þ.
Since T i;4 ¼ C i ðt i;4 Þ, L_ i  g 0 i ðT i;4 Þ ¼ g 0 i ðC i ðti;4 ÞÞ ¼ C 0 ðti;4 Þ. h
Lemma 4.3.3. For any 0i 6 n, L_ i1  g 0 i ðT i;1 Þ.
Proof. From lemmas A.1 and B.1, we know that ti1;4 ¼ t i;1 and
L_ i1  C 0 ðt i1;4 Þ ¼ C 0 ðt i;1 Þ.
Since
T i;1 ¼ C i ðt i;1 Þ,
C 0 ðt i;1 Þ ¼
g 0 i ðC i ðt i;1 ÞÞ ¼ g 0 i ðT i;1 Þ. Thus, we have proved that L_ i1 is approximately equal to g 0 i ðT i;1 Þ. h
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